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Power sources used for vehicles are advancing at a fast pace. Electric batteries are
becoming more power dense, thus allowing them to be used with electric motors in place
of a diesel or gas powered systems. There are several ways that energy use and storage
size can be computed for agricultural field operations, such as planting, using theoretical
predictions, gathering engine load data from tractor’s Controller Area Network (CAN)
bus, or integrating the CAN data to determine the actual power used by implements.
While measuring data from the CAN bus is a great way to capture actual tractor use
information, sometimes the information required is not available. Researchers have used
custom sensor systems to collect the implement power requirements in the past. This
project focuses on developing individual instrumented pins for determining the drawbar
power required to pull implements attached to the three-point hitch and designing a
Power Take Off (PTO) sensor system for measuring PTO torque. The three-point hitch
pin system and the PTO sensor system were tested and validated. Additionally, based on
the tractor CAN bus data collected from a planting operation, analysis is presented to
determine the size and kWh requirements of a battery power source assuming a fully
electric tractor.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Introduction and Background
Trying to estimate how large of a tractor is required to pull an implement can lead

down a complex labyrinth of equations. Determining how much electric energy storage it
would have to carry adds more complexity to the analysis. In addition to these equations,
several important assumptions must be made. For example, what are the typical soil
conditions? What scenario requires the highest power? How long does the tractor operate
in the field? These types of questions have been asked and answered, but as technology
changes and improves, the answer changes or become more precise.
1.2.

Literature Review
Most vehicles have their primary source of power from an internal combustion

engine. The preferred scientific unit of power to measure the engine’s size is the watt
(W), which is the amount of energy (joule) provided in one second. Another definition
for the watt is the force (Newton) multiplied by the distance traveled (meter) and divided
by the time (seconds) taken to travel. Tractor power is often measured using the
magnitude of kilowatts (kW) due to their large size.
1.2.1.

Engine on a Dynamometer

A dynamometer can be utilized for measuring the rotational power output from an
engine. Rohrer (2018) connected a four cylinder John Deere 4045HG485 engine to a
Dynamic 1519DG eddy current dynamometer to study the feasibility of using the torque
and speed reported on the CAN bus in place of instrumentation. Due to the fact the
engine was installed on a test stand and not in a vehicle, some adjustments to the reported
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actual torque parameter was required to calculate net torque. To account for the friction
inside of the cylinders, the reported nominal friction torque was subtracted from the
actual torque (Rohrer et al., 2018).
In addition to the friction losses, Rohrer (2018) was able to derive an equation
calculating fan torque from data provided from the manufacture and validated it through
testing. Adding this fan torque to the torque measured by the dynamometer brought it
closer to the CAN reported torque. Additionally, the dynamometer Rohrer used produced
a noisy signal between 1200 and 1700 rpm. If CAN data were to be used outside of the
range of 1200-1700 rpm, relying on it could only be valid by assuming by extrapolating
Rorher’s conclusions or through additional validation. This is the area which would be of
interest for further field data collection and investigation. Further, engine speed reported
through the CAN bus was found to follow the dynamometer speed with a consistent error
of +/- 5 rpm across the entire operating range of the engine. This is well within
acceptable tolerances for field measurements (Rohrer et al., 2018).
1.2.2.

Engine Fuel Flowrate

Since the CAN bus is a relatively recent development, originally introduced in 1986,
many researchers started using the data available from it without verifying the data’s
validity. Marx et al. (2015) proposed that this could be leading researchers to make
incorrect conclusions. Marx tested the fuel flow rate reported on the CAN bus for a
variety of tractors at the Nebraska Tractor Test Lab. He compared the reported fuel flow
with the flow measured by the NTTL test system that has an accuracy of less than +/0.5% (Kocher et al., 2016).
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The error between the reported CAN fuel flow and NTTL measurement was higher if
the throttle was constantly being adjusted due to the design of NTTL’s measurement
system. At steady state, Marx found that the CAN bus only varied by +/- 1% from the lab
system. Additionally, Marx et al. (2015) proposed that this type of test should be
performed before trusting the accuracy of other forms of CAN data (Marx et al., 2015).
1.2.3.

Binary Engine Information

By comparing engine torque, RPM, or fuel flow rate to itself, CAN data has been
successfully used to help obtain the working status of equipment in the field (Burgun et
al., 2013; Lacour et al., 2014; Pitla et al., 2016; Harmon et al., 2018). Typically, engine
RPM, torque, fuel flow, vehicle speed, and time in some combination are used to
determine if the vehicle is in a work, idle, or some other state.
By taking the amount of time in each state, it is possible to get an estimate of how the
tractor is being utilized in the field. This can give researchers and farmers insight into
possible improvements that could be made to optimize tractor usage. By taking the time
at work over the total time in field, the operational efficiency can be determined. This has
been used as a measure to contrast the differences in field operation strategies. The power
used to work the field does not appear to be near the maximum the tractor can output
according to data presented in various studies (Burgun et al., 2013; Lacour et al., 2014;
Pitla et al., 2016; Harmon et al., 2018).
1.2.4.

Gathering Field Data

Predicting the power required to perform field operations is vital to the farmer. This is
also important for anyone wanting to test a tractor. The primary way to predict the power
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needed to work a field comes from the American Society of Agricultural and Biological
Engineers. ASAE D497.4 (2000) and ASAE EP496.2 (2000) provides equations needed
to calculate power when certain information about the field and equipment is known. The
inputs to calculate required power are numerous, and the resulting power can often
include an error of +/- 50%. It should also be noted that while these standards are
reaffirmed and/or updated every few years, no major revisions have taken place in the
past twenty years.
DeutscheLandwirthschafts Gesellschaft (DLG) Test Center Technology and Farm
Inputs has gathered field data to develop their own test of tractor fuel efficiency. They
used an instrumented John Deere 6920 tractors (Degrell & Feuerstein, 2003). Their
primary data gathering was from farm operations in Germany, which is not large rowcrop farming as performed in Nebraska. To allow the test to be used by more than just the
one size of tractor, they propose that scale factor can be used (Mastrogiovanni, n.d.).
However, as with the previous standards set out by ASABE, it is highly unlikely that a
single scale factor is appropriate.
1.3.

Tractor Electrification Considerations for Row-Crop Operations
One of the places technology is changing is in the power source used for vehicles.

Electric batteries are becoming more power dense, thus allowing them to be used with
electric motors in place of a diesel or gas powered system. Chapter o explores several
ways that energy use and storage size can be computed for planting operations. One
method to theoretically calculate the energy required for implements is to use the ASABE
497.4 standard. Another method is to gather either CAN bus data or instrument data
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installed at the interface of tractor and the implement while operating. This load data
when integrated over a working day will determine the required energy that needs to be
stored on the tractor.
1.4.

Power Take-Off Sensor System
While measuring data from the CAN bus is a method to capture actual tractor use

information, sometimes the information required is not available. The CAN bus is just a
communication network and researchers can put their own messages on the bus. One
important parameter not available on the CAN bus is the torque being supplied by the
Power Take-Off (PTO). Roeber (2016) acquired a torque sensor, but the included
mounting system caused excessive vibration and was not suitable for in-field data
collection. Chapter 3 describes the development of a mounting system that reduces the
runout of this PTO system to a reasonable safe limits. When this PTO sensor system is
paired with a data logging device called SCANGATE developed by Liew (2021),
messages containing the PTO torque could be added to the CAN bus.
1.5.

Hitch Load Sensor System
Like the PTO data, there are no recorded instances of hitch force data being reported

on the CAN bus. There have been several methods used by researchers in the past to
measure hitch force data, but for this project, individual instrumented pins were custom
manufactured to fit the quick hitch attachment of the tractor. These pins measure the
force applied by the tractor without compromising the usability of the machine.
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1.6.

Goals and Objectives


Collect Controller Area Network (CAN) bus data from a tractor pulling a 16row and a 48-row corn planter to determine in-field load requirements of a
planting operation.



Estimate the kWh capacity, physical size, and weight of the battery power
source required to power a row-crop electric tractor for planting using a 16
and 48-row central fill planter.



Design a Power Take-Off (PTO) torque measuring system that fits on a tractor
with a type III PTO allowing various implements to be attached without
requiring modification to the implements.



Test the designed PTO system at standard PTO speed (1000 RPM) with
variable loads and at the maximum power the tractor can produce.



Design a system that can measure the forces applied by the tractor through the
three-point hitch without requiring modifications to the implements.



Test the hitch system on the lab test track with varying pulling and tongue
load at varying hitch heights.
o Organization of Thesis

Chapter 2 discusses comparing theoretical calculations with field measurements and
using that information to determine tractor electrification considerations for row-crop
operations. Chapter 3 describes the engineering design used to construct a PTO torque
sensor system that does not induce vibration. Chapter 4 discusses prior efforts to measure
the load provided by the three point hitch and the acquisition and testing of a three-point
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hitch load sensing system. Finally, a summary of the thesis’ conclusions and
recommendations for future work are presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2: TRACTOR ELECTRIFICATION CONSIDERATIONS
FOR ROW-CROP OPERATIONS
2.1.

Introduction and Background
The push to use non-fossil based energy sources has caused many vehicle

manufacturers to investigate electric power. Diesel over electric power is utilized on
many off-road vehicle applications. However, fully electric off-road vehicles are not
common. Several electric tractor prototypes have been produced including some
commercial models. Most row-crop electric tractor prototypes are tethered or have a
severely limited working time (Rohrer, 2017).
There have been some research studies that looked at the feasibility of an electric
powered row-crop tractor. Brenna et al. (2018) used theoretical equations, such as those
provided in ASAE D497.4 (2000) and ASAE EP496.2 (2000), to predict the necessary
power requirements. They selected a 163 kW tractor as the basis for their calculations.
The authors concluded that it is economically feasible to produce, purchase, and operate
an electric row-crop tractor. Unfortunately, they completely ignore the physical aspect of
size and weight of the electric power source. Additionally, they limit the tractor’s
operation to only 8 hours per day and do not use actual field data to support their
analysis.
Another area of tractor electrification is through the hybridization using both an
internal combustion engine and electric motor in parallel. It has been theorized that this
type of tractor could be useful in situations where there is a light workload with
occasional spikes in power output, such as in orchard or greenhouse work. (Dalboni et al.,
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2019; Troncon et al., 2019). Dalboni et al (2019) built a prototype model and found that it
performed well with operations that had a cyclical duty cycle. This is a first step towards
tractor electrification but does not meet the requirements of a row-crop tractor that must
operate at a steady, high-power state.
There are some small equipment manufactures that have been able to produce a
reasonably powered tractors for light duty work and hobby farm use. Solectrac, Inc. is
offering a small compact tractor (Model: eFarmer (18kW (24hp) Continuous, 38kW
(50hp) Peak) (Solectrac, n.d.). Larger manufacturers have also shown interest in
electrification. John Deere’s SESAM (Sustainable Energy Supply for Agricultural
Machinery) electric tractor could produce 130kW (174hp) for up to four hours (Agriland
Team, 2017). Additionally, John Deere has the GridCON tractor that operates tethered to
a stable electric source for a theoretically unlimited operational time.
Most of the attempts to estimate the required battery size involve using ASAE
Standards EP496.2 and D497.4 to calculate the power required by the implement while
neglecting the power losses in the tractor. Others attempted to calculate those losses using
theoretical equations. There are successful prototype hybrid tractors for cyclical
operations, but prototypes of battery-operated row-crop tractors have been scrapped in
preference to tethered machines. There seems to be little to no documented evidence of
using field data as the primary source for predicting energy use. This paper addresses
these research gaps by developing electric power requirements of a fully electric tractor
using actual in-field tractor load state data.
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2.2.

Objectives


Collect Controller Area Network (CAN) bus data from a tractor pulling a 16row and a 48-row corn planter to determine in-field load requirements of a
planting operation.



Estimate the kWh capacity, physical size, and weight of the battery power
source required to power a row-crop electric tractor for planting using a 16
and 48-row central fill planter.

2.3.

Materials and Methods

2.3.1.

Equipment Used

CAN bus data was gathered from two farms near Mead, Nebraska during the 2017
and 2021 planting seasons. The CAN bus data consisted of messages recorded from two
tractors, a four-wheel drive (4WD) articulated tractor (Model: Xerion 5000, CLAAS,
Germany) with a rated engine power of 380 kW pulling a 48-row central fill planter unit
and a mechanical front-wheel drive (MFWD) tractor (Model: 7250R, John Deere, USA)
with a rated engine power of 186 kW pulling a 16-row center fill planter unit.
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Figure 2.1: Tractors and Planters used.
(Top: CLAAS Xerion 5000, 48 row center fill planter, Bottom: John Deere 7250R, 16 row center fill
planter)

The data was collected using Farmobile PUCs (Passive Uplink Connection
Generation 4, Farmobile, Overton, KS, USA). The PUC is connected to the diagnostics
port in the tractor cab and wirelessly sends data back to Farmobile servers at a frequency
of1 Hz. Farmobile summarizes the uploaded data which can be downloaded as shapefiles
or in comma separated value text files. These files can be read using a variety of
programs such as ArcMap, Ag Leader SMS, MATLAB, or Excel. For this project,
MATLAB was used to parse the CAN message data. Data was logged at any point the
tractor was turned on. The data was segmented, cleaned, and then analyzed as there were
no markers indicating what operation the tractor was performing.
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2.3.2.

Theoretical Prediction

Before analyzing the collected data, the prediction of how much theoretical power is
required from the tractor for typical field operations can be calculated from ASAE
D497.4 (2000). This document gives several operational parameters that can be used in
equation 1 to predict the total power required of the tractor. Equation 1 assumes that the
tractor is pulling a planter on level ground.
𝑃 =

𝐷
+
1000

𝑅

𝑣

(Eq. 1)

where
𝑃 = total tractor power required (kW)
𝐷 = draft force to pull the planter (N)
𝑅 = motion resistance of the n’th wheel (kN)
𝑣 = tractor velocity (m/s)
The draft force (D) is the predicted force required to pull the planter.
𝐷 = 𝐹 [𝐴 + 𝐵(𝑆) + 𝐶(𝑆) ]𝑊𝑇 ± 25%

(Eq. 2)

where
𝐷 = draft force to pull the planter (N)
𝑊 = number of tools (integer)
𝐹 = dimensionless soil texture adjustment parameter = 1
𝑖 = 1 for fine, 2 for medium, and 3 for coarse textured soils
𝐴 = machine parameter = 1,820
𝐵, 𝐶 = machine parameter = 0
𝑆 = field speed (km/h) = N/A
𝑇 = tillage depth (cm) = 1 for seeding implements
While the equation is second order with some scalar multipliers to handle various
implements and field speeds, the planter draft force prediction equation simplifies down
to three integers. 𝑊 = number of tools (48 or 16 in our case), 𝐴 = machine parameter =
1,820 N, and 𝐹 = dimensionless soil texture adjustment parameter = 1 yielding a
resultant force of 87,360 N for the CLAAS Xerion 5000 pulling the 48 row planter and
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29,120 N for the John Deere 7250R with the 16 row planter, respectively. However, these
values could vary by 25% according to the ASAE D497.4 (2000) .
Motion Resistance (𝑅) is the second term, but a dimensionless ratio 𝐵 is required to
calculate this parameter. This equation is calculated per wheel.
𝐶𝐼 𝑏 𝑑
𝐵 =
𝑊

𝛿
ℎ
𝑏
1+3
𝑑
1+5

(Eq. 3)

where
𝐵 = a dimensionless ratio
𝑊 = dynamic wheel load normal to the soil surface (kN)
𝐶𝐼 = cone index for the soil (kPa) = 1200 for firm soil
𝑏 = unloaded tire section width (m)
𝑑 = unloaded overall tire diameter (m)
ℎ = tire section height (m)
𝛿 = tire deflection (m)
𝑠 = slip (decimal)
With 𝐵 calculated, the motion resistance can be calculated for each wheel.
𝑅 =𝑊

1
0.5𝑠
+ 0.04 +
𝐵
𝐵

(Eq. 4)

where
𝑅 = motion resistance of the n’th wheel (kN)
𝑊 = dynamic wheel load normal to the soil surface (kN)
𝐵 = a dimensionless ratio
𝑠 = slip (decimal)
To determine the values in these equations, information and assumptions are gathered
from several sources (Table 2.1). Estimates for tractor weights were obtained from the
Nebraska Tractor Test Lab reports. (Nebraska Tractor Test Lab, 2014, 2017) Soil type
was assumed to be firm and the cone index (CI) values that were reported in ASABE
497.4 (2000) were used. Tire size was taken from NTTL reports and then parameters
from a supplier’s website. (Firestone, n.d.-a, n.d.-b, n.d.-c). The estimated slip was set to
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0.12 as a maximum value between 0.10 and 0.12 as suggested by Shelton and Rider
(2014).
Table 2.1: Estimated parameters for calculating total power
Tractor and
CLAAS Front CLAAS Rear
Field Parameters
Wheel
Wheel
W (kN)
26
22
CI (kPa)
1200
1200
b (m)
0.710
0.710
d (m)
2.061
2.061
h (m)
0.497
0.497
s (decimal)
0.12
0.12
0.113
0.113
𝛿 (m)
1.9
𝑣 (m/s)

John Deere
Front Wheel
18
1200
0.420
1.518
0.378
0.12
0.073

John Deere
Rear Wheel
17
1200
0.480
2.032
0.432
0.12
0.117
2.3

Evaluating these equations and parameters, we can tabulate the results of equation 1
for both the total power required (Pt) and the power per row (Pi) for corn planting
operation using two different tractors.

2.3.3.

Parsing Field Data

The planting data is compiled by Farmobile into files that correspond to each day the
tractor was operating. To eliminate the dead space in the data where the tractor was not
running, a MATLAB function was created to find any gaps longer than ten minutes and
extract only the time the tractor was turned on. Figure 2.2 shows the map of the tractor’s
activities for May 8, 2017 and how it is segmented. This gives a large overview
suggesting that the tractor worked one field, was driven to another field, and then worked
there.
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Figure 2.2: Segmented data and map.

Each segment was then analyzed to determine what type of work the tractor was
performing. If the segmented data was less than 100 points long (approximately a minute
and a half), it was dropped and considered too short for analysis. Segments longer than
100 points had their maximum speed checked. If the maximum speed was less than 0.8
km/h (0.5 mph), the segment was dropped. This removed segments where the tractor was
turned on to check something or moving very short distances around the field or doing
short implement checks (Figure 2.3).
Sub set 1

Engine Load (%)

80
60
40
20
0

09:15

09:30

09:45
10:00
Time
May 08, 2017

Figure 2.3: First segment when the tractor was on, but speed averaged less than 4 mph and at low power.
Map showing the tractor being repositioned.
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The remaining segments were then imported to another MATLAB function for
analysis. These segments included data corresponding to a situation where the tractor
was either performing field work or engaged in over-the-road transport (Figure 2.4).

Engine Load (%)

Sub set 2

100

50

0

15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00
Time
May 08, 2017
Figure 2.4: Data (left) and map (right) showing the tractor planting or in transport.

2.3.4.

Power Data Analysis

To properly compare the planting power usage with the power requirements predicted
by ASABE 497.4 (2000), only the data corresponding to a state where the implement is
engaged in the ground has to be used. The parameter used to filter for this information is
the average seed population reported. This number is zero when stopped or in transport
and greater than zero when planting. The filtered data can then be used to calculate the
power required only while planting.
To successfully calculate the actual engine power, the Engine Configuration 1
message (PGN 65251) must be captured to determine the reference torque.
Unfortunately, Farmobile does not capture this information, but a Kvaser Memorator
(USBcan Pro 2xHS v2, Kvaser, Mission Viejo, CA, USA) can be used as it collects all
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messages on the CANBUS. With that information, the below equation can be used to
calculate power being produced by the engine.
𝑃=

𝑇
𝑇
100

𝜔

2𝜋
60

(Eq. 5)

where
𝑃 = power produced by the engine (W)
𝑇 = reported percent torque (%)
𝑇
= reference torque reported by PGN 65251 = 1080 Nm
𝜔
= reported engine speed (RPM)
Unfortunately, PGN 65251 was not captured for the CLAAS Xerion and equation 5
cannot be used without it. To approximate the reference torque, engine percent load
(PGN 61443) parameter was used. This value reports the percentage of power available
that the tractor is using at the current RPM. One assumption: that the engine had
maximum power available at the planting RPM, was made. Equation 5 was rearranged to
solve for 𝑇

. The average value of 𝑇

during planting was then reused in equation 5 to

calculate the power during other operations.
2.3.5.

Electrification Data Analysis

This cleaned data can now be all complied and analyzed. To determine how much
power is required for each working day, the numeric integral of the data can be taken.
The resulting data is then integrated (Figure 2.5).

Speed (mph)

Engine Load (kW)
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Figure 2.5: Integrated data removed.

2.4.

Results and Discussion

2.4.1.

Comparing ASABE Power Predictions with CAN Reported Power

The first comparison was between the ASABE predicted power for planting and the
value calculated from CAN data. To help make the comparison easier, each total power
(Pt) was divided by the number of rows that were used to get the power per row (Pi). For
the ASABE prediction, equation 2 states that the value is ±25% and for the CAN data
the nominal value is the mean over the entire planting season and maximum and
minimum are calculated using the standard deviation.
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Table 2.2: Power Calculated for Planting Operation

Result
Maximum
Nominal
Minimum

2.4.2.

CLAAS Pi
ASABE (kW)
4.82
3.95
3.08

CLAAS Pi
CAN (kW)
6.44
5.46
4.48

John Deere
Pi ASABE
(kW)
6.04
5.02
3.99

John Deere
Pi CAN
(kW)
8.19
7.04
5.89

Daily Power Consumption

Additionally, the resulting daily power requirements can then be tabulated to show
the energy used on each day that data was gathered (Table 2.3). From this we can
determine a battery capacity requirement. There are two things to note when calculating
the capacity, the first is the hours of use. Some researchers, such as Brenna et a. (2018),
assume an eight hour workday. Looking at the recorded CAN data, some days are 10-11
hours, but there is even a maximum day of almost 16 hours of use. Another point to note
is that the farm manager running the John Deere made a comment that “their farm did not
run as long of days as other farmers in the area”. In contrast to the long days, there are
also short days sprinkled in as weather holds up planting. One method to calculate battery
capacity requirements could be to multiply the nominal energy use by the hours of use in
a day. For example, equation 6 shows the approximate energy used by the CLAAS using
at 5.46 kW per row for 16 hours and the John Deere using 7.04 kW per row for 14 hours.
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑈𝑠𝑒
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑈𝑠𝑒

= 5.46 𝑘𝑊 𝑟𝑜𝑤 (48 𝑟𝑜𝑤)(16 ℎ𝑟) = 4193 𝑘𝑊ℎ
= 7.04 𝑘𝑊 𝑟𝑜𝑤 (16 𝑟𝑜𝑤)(14 ℎ𝑟) = 1577 𝑘𝑊ℎ

(Eq. 6)
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These calculated values are significantly more (around 25%) that those in Table 2.3
which are calculated by integrating from the calculated CAN power. This is because there
is time during the day when the tractor is not producing planting power, either in
transport, transition, or even stopped.
For more realistic battery sizing, instead of assuming 8 or even 16 hours of operation
time, the worst-case operation days for both tractors are used. The CLAAS operated for
almost 16 hours on planting day 4 while the John Deere’s worst operation day was
around 14 hours on day 3. The required energy was 3353 kWh for the CLAAS and 1159
kWh for the John Deere and these values will be used to determine the worst case electric
storage requirements for each tractor.
Table 2.3: Hours Operated and Energy Used per CAN Data

Planting Day
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

CLAAS
Usage (h)
2.55
10.5
9.28
13.2
5.65
7.64
15.6
10.7
7.51
7.56
3.83
------

CLAAS
Energy
(kWh)
366
1908
1308
2548
932
1186
3353
2207
1515
1532
699
------

John Deere
Usage (h)
0.99
2.17
13.9
10.3
8.95
6.66
3.40
4.46
1.36
10.3
4.38
11.2
11.2
11.2
2.05
0.76

John Deere
Energy
(kWh)
42
135
1159
1028
811
544
285
401
81
857
345
963
803
943
141
40
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2.4.3.

Battery Sizing

To determine the required battery size and weight, some battery properties must be
selected. Tesla motors released information regarding their Roadster’s battery in 2006
(Berdichevsky et al., 2006). More recently, enthusiasts have estimated the battery
capacity of Tesla’s Model 3 (InsideEVs, 2019). This data has been summarized in Table
2.4.
Table 2.4: Battery Information
Source
Specific Energy
Volume
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑚
Specific Energy
Density
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑔

Tesla Motors,
Roadster
(2006)

InsideEVs,
Model 3
(2019)

370

711

0.118

0.246

Battery size can then be estimated using the specific energy volume.
𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 =

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

(Eq. 7)

Table 2.5: Estimated Battery Size
Year

CLAAS

John Deere

2006
2019

9.06 𝑚
4.72 𝑚

3.13 𝑚
1.63 𝑚

To put this in perspective, a 3D model containing two cubes with a 6’ tall human
model is included in Figure 2.6: Size comparison of battery sizes (left to right): CLAAS
2006, CLAAS 2019, John Deere 2006, John Deere 2019..
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Figure 2.6: Size comparison of battery sizes (left to right): CLAAS 2006, CLAAS 2019, John Deere 2006,
John Deere 2019.

The weight of these battery packs can similarly be calculated using the specific
energy density.
𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦

(Eq. 8)

Table 2.6: Estimated Battery Size
Year

CLAAS

John Deere

2006
28,415 𝑘𝑔
9,822 𝑘𝑔
2019
13,630 𝑘𝑔
4,711 𝑘𝑔
These weights are massive considering that an unballasted Xerion 5000 is only
19,623 kg and the John Deere 7250R is 10,693 kg, respectively (Nebraska Tractor Test
Lab, 2014, 2017). If we consider the recommendation by Bashford and Shelton (1977)
that the ballasted weight of a tractor should be approximately 63.5 kg per PTO hp, then
the Xerion would weight 29,972 kg and the John Deere 13,017 kg. The required battery
weight is still several thousand kilograms above that.
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2.5.

Conclusions and Future Work

2.5.1.

Conclusions

The required amount of energy a battery needs to store varies greatly depending on
the daily usage and size of the tractor. The approximate energy required to plant
predicted using ASABE 497.4 was below the values calculated from CAN messages.
Additionally, multiplying the number of hours of tractor use by the estimated or
calculated power resulted in an overestimate due to the tractor operation below that
power during transport and idle states.
In this paper, the worst-case scenario of 16 hours and 11 hours of operation was
considered for the respective tractors. It was determined that the battery capacity would
be a minimum of 3353 kWh for the Xerion 5000 and 1159 kWh for the John Deere
7250R.
The physical size of these battery packs is a concern. A current diesel powerplant and
fuel load is considerably smaller than the equivalent motor and battery when considered
together. While it may be feasible to replace a diesel engine with an electric motor, the
same is not true of a fuel tank with a battery.
When comparing the battery pack to the unballasted weight of the tractor, the battery
is 1.5 to 2 times the weight. Even when compared to the ballasted weight, the battery
would still cause the tractor to be several thousand kilograms above the optimal weight.
At this point in time, it is not feasible to make an electric row-crop tractor, but as is
shown by comparing the battery information from 2016 with 2019. There are still a lot of
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advancements happening in battery technology and it is happening rapidly as shown by
batteries decreasing in weight and size by almost half in a period of three years.
2.5.2.

Future Work

The work completed to calculate power used for planting operations is only a one
small segment of tractor operations. The next step is to capture a full year of tractor
operation, including but not limited to anhydrous ammonia application and grain cart
operation for corn. Other operations might require even larger amounts of energy storage.
Additionally, future research should not just be limited to corn but expanded to Soybeans,
foraging operations, and other crops.
In addition to just collecting more data on additional operations and crops, further
work is needed to understand where that power is being applied. A detailed analysis as to
how much is being used through the power take-off, hydraulics, and draft force as well as
to how much is being consumed by ancillary systems such as air conditioning, fans, and
electronics could help lead to a better understanding of where inefficiencies can be
optimized.
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Chapter 3: POWER TAKE-OFF (PTO) SENSOR SYTEM
3.1.

Introduction
The power take-off (PTO) system that we know today, using a spinning shaft, has

been around since International Harvester introduced it in 1918. It has been refined and
standardized throughout the years and is now governed by the ISO 500 series of
standards. The PTO is considered as an efficient and economical method for transferring
power from the tractor to the implement. (Mayhew, 1994)
Considering this is a way significant power is transferred to implements, it is
surprising that there appears to be no evidence of PTO power being reported on the
tractor CAN bus. The easiest way to calculate PTO power output is by knowing the
rotational velocity and torque being transmitted. For most tractors, the rotational velocity
can be calculated using of the engine RPM information reported on the CAN bus and
then a conversion factor as the PTO is geared from the engine.
Measuring the power outputs from agricultural equipment has been explored in
literature. Researchers such as (Kheiralla & Yahya, 2001) (Lacour et al., 2014) (J.
Roeber, 2016) (Vigneault et al., 1988) and Dalton Owen (Kansas State) have all worked
on instrumenting the PTO shaft to calculate power using torque and speed of the shaft.
Several methods were used for this purpose, some of the methods including: an
intermediate cart, implement/shaft modification, and sensor additions.
The use of a cart between the tractor and the implement was used by (Vigneault et al.,
1988). This method allowed for full control of the torque meter and the updated
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instrumentation provided good results, but the additional length added to the tractor as
well as the complication when moving equipment in reverse were major downsides.
Instrumenting the PTO shaft was another method that was used to measure the output
torque or speed. This was the method that (Yahya et al., 2009) chose to use and was
recommended by engineers at Weasler (email communication). However, PTO shafts are
often permanently attached to the implement rather than the tractor. While this method
works well for one operation, it can cause additional problems when a tractor is used for
multiple operations and requires long changeover times.
The final method included mounting instrumentation as an extension off the tractor’s
PTO shaft. This method was used by Roeber (2017) and Owen (2019) for their
measurement systems. Both these authors noted that there was an undesirable vibration in
the measurement system. Roeber (2017) stated that the vibration was acceptable for
agricultural equipment in controlled conditions, however, Owen (2019) did not deem the
vibration acceptable and designed a support system for the PTO sensor. Unfortunately,
Owen’s support system clearly violated the parameters set by the manufacturer regarding
the use of the sensor. Hence, a robust PTO power measurement sensor system is needed
to collect data securely and safely both in lab and field conditions.
3.2.

Objectives


Design a Power Take-Off (PTO) torque measuring system that fits on a tractor
with a type III PTO allowing various implements to be attached without
requiring modifications to the implements.
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Test the designed PTO system at standard PTO speed (1000 RPM) with
variable loads and at the maximum power the tractor can produce.

3.3.

Materials and Methods

3.3.1.

Sensor Selection

Roeber (2017) had acquired two torque sensors, however, because of the vibration
issues a new mounting system was needed. Further investigation was done to obtain
deflection measurements of the PTO sensors. The three mounting systems on hand
(Datum, NCTE, and NCTE GKN; Figure 3.1) were used to make displacement
measurements by pushing the end of the sensor’s shaft until it met resistance (Figure 3.2).
It was noted that the maximum displacement for the NCTE couplers always occurred in
the same plane at the slot between the two halves of the clamp.

Figure 3.1: Datum (left), NCTE (center), NCTE GTK (right). Note the slot on the NCTE couplers.

Minimum and maximum deflections occurred in perpendicular and parallel to the
shaft’s slot, respectively, can be seen in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: Arrangement for measuring deflection of the PTO shaft.

Slot

Tractor Side

Implement Side

Figure 3.3: Top: Deflections perpendicular to the slot. Bottom: Deflections parallel to the slot.

Owen (2019) designed a new mounting system that removed this vibration by
clamping the slip ring of the NCTE sensor to the tractor frame Figure 3.4. Unfortunately,
this mechanism conflicts with the manufacturer’s explicit instructions, “No external axial
force should be on the housing of the sensor from distortion,” and “security against
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rotation may only occur via the M8 thread.” Additionally, this design may violate the
manufacturer’s requirement: “No external axial force should be on the housing of the
sensor.” (NCTE, 2021)

No rigid attachment allowed to slip collar (blue)

Figure 3.4: Mounting structure (black) that secures the slip collar to the frame (Owen, 2019).

3.3.2.

Coupler Design

With these design constraints in mind, an alternate coupler was developed (Figure
3.5). The root cause of the play in the NCTE and GTK mounting adapters was that they
only clamped in one axis. Options to clamp in three or more axis were discussed. The
final design was based off a Quick Disconnect (QD) style taper lock bushing from
DODGE (QD 119882, DODGE-Baldor, Fort Smith, Arkansas). The F size was selected
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for 3,390 Nm of torque which is greater than the torque specified in ASABE/ISO
AD500-1:2014 for a type 3 PTO of 2865 Nm (1000 RPM @ 300 kW). However, this
only leaves a safety factor of 1.2. This is considered too low per the DODGE-Baldor
specifications (DODGE-Baldor, 2017). For this reason, it was de-rated to 1957 Nm (1000
RPM @ 205 kW) with a safety factor of 2.5.

Figure 3.5: New mounting components (grey), existing NCTE sensor (blue), tractor PTO shaft (red).

While it is possible to order a blank taper part and cut the center; after discussion with
a local precision machine shop, it was determined that cutting from raw stock was a
better process. The internal bushing, external hub, and adapter plate were all cut from
4140 steel. The internal bushing was heat treated to have a minimum surface hardness of
48 HRC per ASABE specifications (ASABE, 2014).
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QD hubs are typically used for shafts with a keyway. As the PTO shaft is splined, it
required special consideration. To ensure proper loading across the teeth, a finite element
analysis of the assembly was performed (Figure 3.6). Figure 3.6 shows an isolated view
of just the center bushing. The yield strength of 4140 is approximately 415 MPa
(4.15e+08 N/m^2). When the assembly is installed properly and under maximum torque,
the material is below yielding and shows a safety factor of greater than 1.5.

Figure 3.6: Finite Element Analysis of the custom QD bushing showing von Mises stress.

This new connector assembly for the NCTE sensor was installed (Figure 3.7) using
the instructions in Appendix A and tested at the Nebraska Tractor Test Lab (NTTL) using
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a Case tractor (Magnum 250, Case IH, Racine, WI). Two tests were run, the first was a
lug run to determine if any noticeable natural frequencies appeared at various RPMs
while at the max available power at that speed and the second test was a constant RPM
with variable loads to simulate working conditions. Both tests had no noticeable
vibrations in the PTO sensor system.

Figure 3.7: New PTO sensor being installed on the Case IH 250 for testing.

After the testing, the assembly was removed following the instructions in Appendix A
and inspected for any damage. No damage was noted beyond normal wear and tear. Each
tooth appeared to have good contact between the PTO shaft and bushing (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8: Visible contact marks equally dispersed around the QD bushing.

3.4.

Results and Discussion
After the test, the runout of the new assembly was measured and compared to that of

the commercially available systems. While it was slightly more in the minimum
condition, in the maximum condition it was one-third of the NCTE GKN assembly which
was considered the best by Roeber (2017) and Owen (2019). The other important
takeaway was that the runout was consistent for both the vertical and horizontal
directions (Figure 3.9). The new design (labeled UNL) shows uniform displacement in all
directions. This would suggest that the runout is due to the play in the tractor’s PTO shaft
and not the QD bushing/hub.
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Slot

Tractor Side

Implement Side

Figure 3.9: Comparison of the different mounting systems. The UNL system is the new method.

NCTE suggests that their sensor should be recalibrated every year (NCTE, 2021).
This lab test served as an opportunity to update that calibration equation. It is visually
apparent in Figure 3.10 that there was some drift from Roeber’s prior calibration
equation.
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NCTE Calibration Comparisons
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the different mounting systems. The UNL system is the new method.

In addition to the calibration, this opportunity was used by Liew (2021) to help test
the SCANGATE compatibility with the NCTE sensor. Figure 3.11 is an example where
engine data, such as the reported crankshaft toque can be correlated with custom
instrumentation like the NCTE sensor. As seen in figure 3.11 the torque output of the
new PTO sensor system aligns well with the NTTL’s torque measurement system. As
expected, the PTO torque measurement is approximately 80% of the reported CAN
torque in steady state (ASAE D497.4, 2000).
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Figure 3.11: Torque measured through the NCTE UNL sensor (blue), compared with the NTTL dyno (red),
and aligned with engine reported torque reported on the CAN bus (yellow).

3.5.

Conclusions and Future Work

3.5.1.

Conclusions

The developed method of using a modified QD bushing and hub to attach a torque
sensor to the tractor can reduce instrument caused runout to nearly zero leaving only the
tractor induced runout. Finite element analysis shows that the bushing will deform and
engage all teeth while staying in the elastic range. While not providing quantitative data,
visual inspection after fully loading the assembly shows qualitatively that all teeth were
engaged indicating a good fit.
3.5.2.

Future Work

This design has been tested in the lab and now needs to be field tested. Testing the
PTO sensor system for a season of grain cart operations will help identify any issues that
might have been overlooked in a lab environment. Additionally, coupled with data from
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the CAN bus it can be used to determine field PTO power usage. Eventually, gathering
data from additional operations such as hay baling or planting that requires full time PTO
usage will help collect valuable PTO power data.
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Chapter 4: HITCH LOAD SENSOR SYSTEM
4.1.

Introduction
Tractors in their early days often used a drawbar that was at a static height to pull

implements. Many tractors now also come equipped with a three-point hitch that can lift
loads in addition to pulling the loads. ASABE standardized the geometry of the three
point hitch in 1959 and also has standardized dimensions for quick attaching couplers.
(Srivastava et al., 2006). Instrumentation systems are required for both drawbar and
three-point hitch forces as there are no recorded instances of force being reported on the
CANBUS in literature; however, there could be some proprietary CAN messages
corresponding to drawbar power that equipment manufacturers use.
Kheiralla and Yahya (2001) developed two separate systems to cover both of these
methods. For the drawbar, they designed and fabricated a custom drawbar with strain
gauges, and for the three-point hitch they developed an intermediate plate that contained
three instrumented points at a fixed distance. These systems were designed to minimize
the work required by the operator when switching implements. Roeber (2016) only used a
custom machined drawbar instrumented with strain gauges which was a simpler design
than Kheiralla and Yahya’s and for a larger tractor. Roeber (20216) tested the drawbar
design at the Nebraska Tractor Test Lab (NTTL) and found that the values were within
2.5% of the lab’s measurement. However, this did not include vertical loading or
cornering. The author deemed this reasonable for a field data collection system and
theorized that a custom instrumented pin might be able to perform a similar function, but
does not provide any more insight to that method (J. Roeber, 2016; J. B. Roeber et al.,
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2017a). DeutscheLandwirthschafts Gesellschaft (DLG) Test Center Technology and
Farm Inputs took a similar route to Kheiralla and Yahya’s 3-point hitch mounted system
with strain gauges. However, instead of making a fixed width plate, they made three
individual instrumentation interfaces. This allowed the three-point hitch to maintain all of
the previous degrees of freedom. (Mastrogiovanni, n.d.)
In 1989 Pang developed a three-point hitch force measurement system using
commercially available pins from Strainsert (Model: CP-VAF Q9449, Strainsert,
Conshohocken, PA). This required slight modification of the tractor, upgrading the ball
joints from category II to category III. In addition to modifying the tractor, the quick
hitch attachment was drilled out to accept larger pins. This system was successfully used
in short field trials and did not restrict tractor operations,
4.2.

Objectives


Design a system that can measure the forces applied by the tractor through the
three-point hitch without requiring modifications to the implement or the
tractor.



Test the system on the NTTL test track with varying pulling and tongue loads
at varying hitch heights.

4.3.

Materials and Methods

4.3.1.

Equipment / Materials Used

The Eastern Nebraska Research, Extension & Education Center (ENREEC) owns and
operates a John Deere 7250R (Model: 7250R, John Deere, USA) for row crop operations.
To allow for development, a John Deere 7230R was leased that had a hitch setup that was
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identical for critical dimensions such as link length, pin size, and range of motion. Both
tractors included a quick hitch attachment that followed ASABE AD11001-1:2016
(Figure 4.1). The quick hitch mechanism acts as an intermediary between the ball joints
on the three-point hitch allowing for speedy removal and installation of implements.

Figure 4.1: Quick hitch attachment.

Instrumented load pins have been used as a convenient way to measure loads in an
agricultural field environment since at least the late 1980’s (Pang, 1989). While prior
researchers have made intermediate frames to hold the load pins, the quick hitch
attachment pins can be replaced with instrumented pins without any change in tractor
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function. The size and dimensions of the pins were governed by ASABE AD 730:2009
and strength requirements were taken for the next largest size in ASABE S625.1.
Several manufacturers including Strainsert, Interface Force, and Omega were
considered. All companies did not have a load pin that would fit in stock and would need
to custom make a solution. To assist with visualizing the pin locations, a rough CAD
model was created (Figure 4.2). Four custom load pins (INF5381, INF5382-LF,
INF5382-RH, INF5383, Interface Force Measurement Solutions, Scottsdale, AZ) were
purchased for the three-point hitch and drawbar (Figure 4.3). Each sensor was capable of
bi-axial force measurement and had an output from 0-5 volts.

Figure 4.2: Rough CAD model showing pin positions and outline of the rear of the tractor.
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Figure 4.3: Load pins purchased. (From left to right, INF5381, INF5383, INF5382RH/LH)

4.3.2.

Data Collection Method

To collect the raw data from the sensors, the University of Nebraska’s SCANGATE
(Stoll, 2019; Liew, 2021) system was used. Liew (2021) developed a new revision of
Stoll’s (2019) SCANGATE and an additional box was fabricated to hold the necessary
ECUs (Figure 4.4). The SCANGATE allowed for sending CAN messages with load pin
voltage readings on the tractor implement bus allowing for all UNL’s custom
instrumentation data to be collected along with data from the tractor and implement bus.
The data was logged using a Kvaser Memorator (USBcan Pro 2xHS v2, Kvaser, Mission
Viejo, CA, USA) data logger.
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Figure 4.4: SCANGATE box mounted on a tractor.

4.3.3.

NTTL Track Test

To test the hitch pin system, the NTTL load car and track were utilized. A three-point
CAT 3 to 2-1/2” receiver adapter (GH-864: GENY hitch, Nappanee, IN) was used along
with a 2-1/2” hammer strap receiver (GH-069: GENY hitch, Nappanee, IN). Both parts
were rated for 93,413 N (21,000 lbf). Unfortunately, the three-point hitch adapter was not
manufactured to ASABE AD730:2009 specifications and was too wide to fit in the quick
hitch attachment. Modifications were made to the hitch and the nuts holding the main
pins were cut down allowing enough clearance (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: GH-864 width was 981 mm, standard requires 965 mm.

Once all the modifications were complete, two testing runs were completed on the
test track (Figure 4.6). The first test set involved loading up and down from 22 kN, 44
kN, and 67 kN in three sets. In the corners, some load was removed but there was still
approximately 1/3 of the straight pull load. For the last three straightaways, the system
was loaded to 89 kN for three straightaway pulls. After this test, the data was processed
and system inspected for any damage.
The pin holding the 2-1/2” receiver showed permanent deformation and the
beginnings of a shear line (Figure 4.7). That pin was replaced and future tests were
capped at 67 kN to avoid a failure on the test track. The second test consisted of adding
additional weight to the tongue of the test car to simulate field conditions. Unfortunately,
the test car only measures pulling force, so only a comparison in that axis can be made.
For that test, the system was loaded from 22 kN to 67 kN in 22 kN increments three
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times. On the third test, the tractor hitch was raised from 15% to 40% height causing the
applied force to be at a slightly downward angle.

Figure 4.6: Tractor outfitted with hitch adapter and attached to the load car.
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Figure 4.7: Pin rated for 93,413 N (21,000 lbf) that bent and showed signs of shearing

4.3.4.

Field Test

Due to manufacturing delays and worldwide supply shortages the load pins did not
arrive until after the planting season was completed. However, ENREEC did let us plant
the grassy area in front of the machinery building to gather a short amount of data (Figure
4.8 & Figure 4.9). This resulted in 8 planting passes where SCANGATE was used to put
pin forces in addition to hydraulic power information onto the implement bus and the
data was recorded by a Kvaser Memorator.
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Figure 4.8: Pins installed and setup for field work.

Figure 4.9: Test planting in the grassy area at ENREEC.

4.3.5.

Post Processing

Captured data from the Kvaser Memorator was stored in a compressed format on a
SD card. Their proprietary software was used to extract the information and save it in a
comma separated value (csv) format. Liew (2021) developed a matlab script that
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translates that csv file into a Matlab datafile that can be easily manipulated for further
calculations and presentation of data.
Each load pin came with four calibration sheets, one each for the positive and
negative direction of each of the two axes. The calibration sheet gave the load applied,
voltage from the respective axis, and voltage from the perpendicular axis. As the load is
applied, there is a significant amount of cross talk. This could cause the perpendicular
axis to read 10% of full-scale force when the pin was loaded. (example: load the x-axis
with 50 kN and the y-axis would report 5 kN, even though it is unloaded.) To assist in
compensating for this, the transfer function takes both the x and y voltages and used an
interpolate function to determine approximately what portion of the load was real and
what portion was due to cross talk. This brings the readings to within the +/- 1% claimed
in the datasheet.
In addition to error due to cross talk, there are two systematic errors due to the angles
at which forces are applied. Due to the use of bi-axial load pins these errors can be
mathematically removed. The first has to do with pin location and the second has to do
with the vertical position of the three-point hitch. The lower two hitch pins are 10 rotated
degrees off of the upper link pin. This can easily be accounted for using trigonometry the
same way (Pang, 1989) did. The vertical position of the three-point hitch is available on
the CANBUS as a percentage from 0-100%. This along with the link length information
from OECD can be used to calculate the overall angle of the hitch.
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4.4.

Results & Discussion
When plotted together, the corrected value from the load pins follows the

measurement from the NTTL test car within 5% (Figure 4.10, Table 4.1). At 89 kN, the
small pin connecting the hammer strap to the hitch went through plastic deformation. The
fact that energy was being consumed in this process could help explain the difference in
measured load. Because the pin began failing, further tests could not be performed safely
at 89 kN. The second test with additional tongue load and varying hitch height showed
that the outputs from the equations are valid within 5% of the NTTL test car (Figure 4.11,

Force (kN)

Hitch Position (%)

Table 2.1).

Figure 4.10: First track test showing values from 22 – 67 kN and variation at 89 kN.

Force (kN)

Hitch Position (%)
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Figure 4.11: Second track test with tongue load. The last three iteration were taken with the hitch at 40%,
demonstrating that the pins with equations take both tongue load and hitch position into account.

Table 4.1: Pulling Force
First Test Track Day
NTTL Load
Car
Load Pins
21.9
23.1
44.5
43.7
62.5
59.9
44.3
44.2
22.4
23.5
22.6
23.4
45.1
45.7
66.4
66.7
65.0
64.6
44.4
45.3
22.0
23.0
22.1
22.8
45.1
45.3

Error
5.3%
1.9%
4.2%
0.4%
4.8%
3.9%
1.2%
0.3%
0.7%
2.0%
4.6%
3.4%
0.3%

Second Test Track Day
NTTL Load
Car
Load Pins
Error
22.5
22.5
0.1%
45.0
45.2
0.4%
66.9
67.4
0.8%
22.0
22.1
0.4%
43.9
44.7
1.7%
68.3
69.5
1.7%
20.2
19.7
2.6%
42.9
41.6
3.1%
67.3
66.0
1.9%
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64.6
66.9
44.8
21.6
89.0
88.5
89.1

64.4
66.2
45.2
22.6
88.2
84.2
86.5

0.2%
1.1%
0.9%
4.3%
0.9%
4.8%
2.9%

Field measurements behaved as anticipated with draft forces increasing when the
planter was in the ground. Not enough data was collected to draw significant conclusions
other than instrumented pins can be used to measure pulling force during field work next

Hitch Position (%)

Force (kN)

season (Figure 4.12).

Figure 4.12: Test planting in the grassy area at ENREEC. Planting passes can be seen in humps under the
draft force (blue line).
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4.5.

Conclusions and Future Work

4.5.1.

Conclusions

The use of instrumented pins is a method that has been historically viable as shown
by Pang (1989). With appropriate correction to remove systematic errors, instrumented
pins can be used to measure the force provided by the tractor to the implement within 5%
as demonstrated on the test track.
4.5.2.

Future Work

A drawbar pin was identified in addition to the hitch pins used in this sudy. To mount
that to the tractor, a custom hammer strap needs to be designed. The same tests need to be
performed for the new hitch pin.
If the hitch is expected to experience forces in excess of 15,000 lbf, a stronger hitch
adapter should be acquired before additional tests are performed to determine why the
reported value deferred from the NTTL load car.
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Chapter 5: OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1.

Conclusions
By collecting Controller Area Network (CAN) bus data from a tractor pulling a 16-

row and a 48-row corn planter it was determined that operating hours can vary up to 16
hours depending on variables such as farm operating practices and weather. The physical
size and weight of a battery pack capable of powering the tractor for this long hours of
operation is a concern. When comparing the battery pack to the unballasted weight of the
tractor, the battery is 1.5-2 times the weight of the tractor. Even when compared to the
ballasted weight, the battery would still cause the tractor to be several thousand kilograms
above the optimal weight. Advancements in battery technology are happening at a rapid
pace, for example batteries decreased in weight and size by almost half in just three
years.
Both Roeber (2017) and Owen (2019) designed a Power Take-Off (PTO) torque
measuring system but it either had excessive vibration or violated the manufacturer’s
specifications. The developed method of using a modified QD bushing and hub to attach
a torque sensor to the tractor reduced instrument caused runout to nearly zero leaving
only the tractor induced runout. This design removed excessive vibration while also
adhering to the sensor manufacturer’s requirements.
The use of instrumented pins for measuring three-point hitch forces is a method that
has been historically viable. With appropriate correction to remove systematic errors,
they can be used to measure the force provided by the tractor to the implement within 5%
as demonstrated on the test track.
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5.2.

Future Work
The work completed to calculate power used for planting operations is only a one

small segment of tractor operations. The next step is to capture a full year of tractor
operation data, including but not limited to anhydrous ammonia application and grain cart
operation in corn cropping system. However, it should not just be limited to corn but
expanded to soybeans and foraging operations.
In addition to just collecting more data on additional operations and crops, further
work is needed to understand where that power is being applied. A detailed analysis for
quantifying the power flows through the power take-off, hydraulics, and draft force as
well as the power demands of ancillary systems such as air conditioning, fans, and
electronics could help lead to a better understanding of where inefficiencies can be
optimized.
To assist with quantifying the field PTO power used, the QD bushing that has been
tested in the lab requires field testing. Data collection with the PTO sensor system for a
season of field operations such as grain cart operations will help identify issues that might
go undetected in a lab environment. Eventually, gathering data from a hay baler or
planter that requires full time PTO usage will help with the comprehensive testing of the
system.
In addition to the PTO power used in the field, the three-point hitch pin forces with
ground speed can determine the pulling power. A drawbar pin was sized in addition to the
hitch pins. To mount that to the tractor, a custom hammer strap needs to be designed to
prevent rotation while in operation, and the same tests need to be performed for that pin.
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Appendix A: POWER TAKE-OFF INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL
INSTRUCTIONS
Required Tools: M6 Hex Bit Socket, 7/16” Hex Bit Socket, Torque Wrench
A.1.

Installation

1. Join the NCTE 7000 sensor (Error! Reference source not found., POS 1) with the
adapter plate (Error! Reference source not found., POS 2) using eight (8) M8-1.25
x 25mm cap screws (Error! Reference source not found., POS 6). Torque the M8
cap screws to 35.6 Nm (26.2 ft-lb) in a crisscross pattern. If already assembled, verify
the bolt’s torque.
2. Remove all grease and oil from the tractor PTO shaft, QD Hub, and QD Bushing
(Error! Reference source not found., POS 3, 4, & 5). It is critical that these surfaces
are dry fit.
3. Apply anti-seize to the four (4) 9/16”-12 x 2” (Error! Reference source not found.,
POS 7) and attach the NCTE 7000/Adapter Plate (Error! Reference source not
found., POS 1 &2) to the QD Hub (Error! Reference source not found., POS 3).
Torque the 9/16” cap screws in three steps to 102 Nm (75 ft-lb) using a crisscross
pattern.
4. Slide the QD Bushing (Error! Reference source not found., POS 4) over the PTO
shaft (Error! Reference source not found., POS 5). The bushing should not contact
the tractor and the PTO shaft should not extend beyond the face of the bushing. (It
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can help to place a spacer between the bushing and tractor to keep the spacing
constant.)
5. Apply anti-seize the four (4) 9/16”-12 x 4” (Error! Reference source not found.,
POS 8) and attach the NCTE 7000/Adapter Plate/Hub to the Bushing. Torque the
9/16” cap screws in three steps to 102 Nm (75 ft-lb) using a crisscross pattern. (If
used, remove the space from step 4.)
A.2.

Removal

Required Tools: M6 Hex Bit Socket, 7/16” Hex Bit Socket, Torque Wrench, Steel Spacer
3/8” thick by ~3” diameter
1. Loosen all 9/16” cap screws (Error! Reference source not found., POS 7 & 8).
2. Completely remove the 9/16”-12 x 4” cap screws (Error! Reference source not
found., POS 8).
3. Back out the 9/16”-12 x 2” cap screws to create enough space between the adapter
plate (Error! Reference source not found., POS 2) and hub (Error! Reference
source not found., POS 3) to slide the 3/8” steel spacer between them.
4. Finger tighten the 9/16”-12 x 2” cap screws in a crisscross pattern squeezing the
spacer in place. Make sure the spacer only contacts the bushing (Error! Reference
source not found., POS 4) and adapter plate (Error! Reference source not found.,
POS 2). If the spacer contacts the hub (Error! Reference source not found., POS 3),
the hub and bushing will not separate and it could damage the hub!
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5. Tighten the 9/16”-12 x 2” cap screws in a crisscross pattern to separate the hub and
bushing. Hold tightly to the NCTE 7000 (Error! Reference source not found., POS
1) so that it does not fall when the hub separates from the bushing.
6. Remove bushing (Error! Reference source not found., POS 4) from the tractor PTO
(Error! Reference source not found., POS 5). If it does not slide off freely, 3/8”-16
flat set screw can be used to open the bushing. Additionally, a prybar can be applied
to the back side, but care should be taken not to damage the taper.

Figure A.1: UNL NCTE 7000 Mounting Assembly. (Not to Scale)
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Figure A.2: Adapter Plate. (Not to Scale)
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Figure A.3: Custom QD Hub. (Not to Scale)
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Figure A.4: Custom CD Bushing. (Not to Scale)
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